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Peptides are provided which are useful for protection against or treatment of an inflammatory disease, including autoimmune diseases,

such as diabetes, arthritic diseases, atherosclerosis, multiple sclerosis, myasthenia gravis, or inflammatory responses due to tumour or

transplant rejection. The peptides contain a part of the aminoacid sequence of a microbial protein having a conserved mammalian stress
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least 30 %, said part comprising at least 5 aminoacids which are in the same relative position as the same aminoacids in a T cell epitope of

said stress protein, which epitope contains at least 4 consecutive aminoacids which are identical with the corresponding mammalian stress

protein aminoacids. Nucleotide sequences, expression systems, antibodies and pharmaceutical and diagnostic compositions derived from

these peptides are provided as well.
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PEPTIDE FRAGMENTS OF MICROBIAL STRESS PROTEINS AND PHARMACEUTICAL COMPOSITION

^??HERE0TroR THE TREATMENT AND PREVENTION OF INFLAMMATORY DISEASES

Field of the invention

The invention pertains to peptides containing a part of the amino-

acid sequence of a stress protein having conserved homologues in micro-

organisms and mammals, which peptides are capable of immunising against

arthritis and other inflammatory diseases and/or curing such diseases, as

well as to nucleotide sequences encoding such peptides, cells and micro-

organisms expressing such peptides and pharmaceutical and diagnostic com-

positions containing such peptides.

Background

Stress proteins have been described as useful for providing immunity

against non-viral infections or for inducing immune tolerance. WO 89/12455

discloses a vaccine containing a mycobacterial stress protein for immune

15 prophylaxis against autoimmune diseases, especially rheumatoid arthritis.

Adjuvant arthritis (AA) is an extensively studied model of human

rheumatoid arthritis (RA) or reactive arthritis. As the pathogenic

mechanisms underlying RA are still unclear, extensive use is made of

experimental rodent arthritis models. Lewis rats are susceptible to

20 arthritis following administration of various arthritogenic preparations

including heat-killed «. tuberculosis (Mt) suspended in IFA (adjuvant

arthritis or. AA) (1).. streptococcal cell walls (SCW-arthritis)
.
collagen

type II and the lipoidal amine CP20961 . The cellular basis for AA induction

was demonstrated by the passive transfer of the disease to naive rats using

25 splenocytes from arthritic rats (2) . Induction of disease in irradiated

naive rats by administration of the Mt-reactive T cell clone A2b was

reported (3.4). The Ag-specificity of A2b was identified as residues 180-

188 of the mycobacterial 65 kDa heat shock protein (hsP65) (5) •

EP-A-262710 describes vaccines against autoimmune diseases con-

30 taining a peptide corresponding to the aminoacid sequence 171-240 or parts

thereof of mycobacterial hsP65. EP-A-322990 describes similar vaccines

based on the sequence 180-188 of hsP65- Mutant peptides corresponding to

aminoacid sequence 180-186 of hsP65 and T cells reactive to such mutant

peptides are disclosed in WO-A-9204049 . According to WO-A-9403208 synthetic

35 peptides derived from human hsp65 sequences 458-474 and 437-448 and the

mycobacterial analogue 430-446 increase the immunogenic!ty of poorly
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immunogenic antigens

.

Attempts to induce AA by immunisation with hsp65 alone proved un-

successful. Instead, this approach conferred resistance to subsequently

attempted induction of AA with whole Mt (5*6)- This protective effect is

5 believed to be mediated by T cells specific for hsp65 (7)* Preimmunisation

with mycobacterial hsp65 has subsequently been reported to confer

protection against other forms of experimental arthritis induced with

streptococcal cell walls (8), collagen type II (6,9) » or synthetic

adjuvants such as CP20961 (6) and pristane (10).

10 Mycobacterial hsp65 belongs to the hsp60 family of heat shock

proteins which is highly conserved throughout evolution, and shares k8%

aminoacid identity with the mammalian homologue, PI or hsp60 (11).

Expression of mammalian hsp60 is known to be upregulated as . a physiological

response to various stressful stimuli, and has been shown to be elevated

15 in inflamed synovia of patients with RA (12), or juvenile chronic arthritis

(JCA, ref.13).

Description of the invention

The invention is based on the finding that protective epitopes for

prevention and treatment of inflammatory diseases are located at relatively

20 short regions (about 5 to 15 aminoacids) of stress proteins, which regions

are highly conserved between microorganisms and mammals. In addition to the

high degree of identity in the protective epitopes, the proteins are, more

generally, highly conserved between microorganisms and mammals.

The term "stress protein" is used here to denote enzymes or proteins

25 that exhibit a raised level of synthesis during inflammation or other

stress stimuli in cells residing at the site of such inflammation or stress

condition. Normally, stress protein are constitutively expressed, e.g. to

exert house-keeping and metabolic functions in cells. In this description,

a "microbial stress protein" is to be understood as a microbial homologue

30 of a mammalian stress protein. Inflammation may result from infection,

autoimmune disease, tumour growth, transplant rejection or tissue trauma.

Other stress stimuli include increased temperature (up to *J5°C) , drugs,

heavy metals, exogenous organic substances, oxidants, bacterial toxins,

LPS, stress inducing lipoproteins, mitogens (PHA, ConA) and cytokines, such

35 as IL1, IL2, TNFa, INFa and P, IL6 and IL12.

Raised synthesis can lead to a raised level of excretion or release

of such proteins by cells or a raised level of presentation to the immune

BNSDOCID: <WO 9525744A1J_>
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system. Raised synthesis can be detected e.g. by Northern blotting to

measure raised levels of mRNA, or by measuring increased amounts of protein

by using standard assays to quantify cell proteins or by using Western

blotting with protein-specific antibodies.

5 Conservation of stress proteins is defined as exhibiting an overall

aminoacid sequence identity between the microbial and the mammalian

proteins at least 25%, preferably at least ^0% of the aminoacids. In

addition, areas of at least 75. up to e.g. 100. consecutive aminoacids must

have a sequence identity between the microbial and the mammalian homologues

10 of at least 30%. preferably at least 40*. and more preferably at least 50%

of the aminoacids. A further criterion that may applied is that the

microbial and the mammalian homologues exhibit at least five areas of at

least 10. up to about 15. consecutive aminoacids with a sequence identity

of at least k0%, preferably at least 50%, and more preferably at least 60%

15 of the aminoacids.

The protective peptides are derived from sequences comprising at

least 5 aminoacids which are in the same relative position as the same

aminoacids in a T cell epitope of the microbial stress protein, which epi-

tope contains at least 4 consecutive aminoacids which are identical with

20 the corresponding, mammalian stress protein aminoacids

.

The peptide according to the invention thus at least comprises 5

aminoacids corresponding to a T cell epitope of the stress protein. In

addition, the peptide may comprise other sequences, whether or not derived

from the microbial stress protein. Preferably, the peptide does not com-

25 prise the entire aminoacid sequence of the stress protein, but lacks at

least one of the epitopes with insufficient homology. Thus, the peptide

preferably does not contain a section of at least 5 aminoacids, especially

at least 8 aminoacids, corresponding to a T cell epitope of said stress

protein, when this epitope contains less than 3. especially less than 4,

30 consecutive aminoacids which are identical with the corresponding mammalian

stress protein aminoacids. The excised section may comprise up to e.g. 30

or 50 aminoacids. Also, two or more of such low-homology epitopes may

preferably be absent in the peptide according to the invention.

Microorganisms and microbes include bacteria, but also protozoal and

35 eukaryotic parasites. Mammals include humans, mouse and rat.

Examples of stress proteins include stress-induced enzymes and non-

enzyme proteins.

Specific examples of stress-induced enzymes are aldolase, a 41 kDa

-1SDOCID: <WO 8S257MA1_I_>
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protein of P. falciparum having 60% homology with human aldolase, glycer-

aldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (G-3-PD) , having 70% homology with human

G-3~PD. schistosomal antigen cathepsin B and myosin, cyclophilin of Echino-

coccus having 71% homology with the human counterpart, superoxide dismutase

5 (over 50% homology between Mycobacteria and humans), and glutathione S-

transferase. Stress-induced enzymes further include e.g. Lys-tRNA synthe-

tase, superoxide dismutase (Zn-, Cu- and Mn-dependent) , lon-protease,

enolase, ubiquitin conjugating enzymes (UBC4 and UBC5) , metallo-protein-

ases: collagenase and stromelysin human cartilage gp-39 (Hakala et al. , J.

10 Biological Chem. 268: 25803-25810; 1993) and ornithine decarboxylase.

For superoxide dismutase (SOD) a protective potential in arthritis

was found by Kakimoto et al. (Clin. Exp. Imm. 94: 241-246, 1993). The

gelatin-conjugated SOD did suppress arthritis, whereas SOD conjugated to

pyran polymer did not. Since gelatin as a protein carries T cell epitopes

15 and pyran polymer does not, the immune responses to the conserved SOD

molecule can explain the arthritis suppressing effect found.

Non-enzyme proteins include heat-shock proteins (hsp) such as myco-

bacterial hsp65, hsp 60 (GroEL), DnaJ, hsp70 family (DnaK), ubiquitin,

hsplO (GroES). low molecular weight HSP f s (20-30 kDa) , hsp47, hsp56, TCP-1

20 (T complex peptide), hsp90, hspl04/110.

As further examples of non-enzyme stress proteins, histone H3 (J.

Immun. 142: 1512, 1989) • histone H2A, kinesin-related protein, acidic ribo-

somal proteins, crystallin, calreticulin (Michalak et al., Biochem. J. 285:

681-692) and the 18 kDa histon-like protein of Chlamidia may be mentioned.

25 The 18 kDa Chlamidia histon-like protein, a stress-inducible

microbial antigen, was shown to be recognised by T cells in patients with

reactive arthritis. In experimental models of autoimmunity, exposure to

bacterial antigens has been found to lead to protective immune responses.

Bordetella pertussis or Mycobacterium tuberculosis may induce protection

30 against experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE) (Lehman, Ben-Nun,

J. Autoimm. 5: 675 » 1992). H. bovis may protect against diabetes in the rat

(M.W.J. Sadelain et al., J. Autoimmun. 3: 67I-68O; 1990).

Thus , the invention relates to peptides providing protection against

inflammatory diseases, which peptides correspond to at least a part of a

35 T cell epitope for a microbial protein having a conserved mammalian stress

protein counterpart.

Peptides based on sequences of the mammalian protein itself are not

suitable, since in the case of immunogenicity of such epitopes these will
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constitute cryptic epitopes which do not elicit protective responses

recognising the whole mammalian self-protein. The reason for this is

believed to be the fact that responses to epitopes of naturally processed

self-proteins would be subject to thymic negative selection or peripheral

5 tolerance. Protective effects in inflammation will be practically

restricted to peptides representing microbial (homologous) epitopes that

induce relatively low-affinity cross-reactive responses to mammalian self-

proteins. For such low-affinity responses, negative selection or peripheral

tolerance may be absent.

10 The invention also provides a method of producing a peptide as

defined above, comprising the steps of:

a) selecting a microbial protein having a conserved mammalian stress

protein homologue, wherein the overall aminoacid sequence identity between

the microbial and the mammalian homologues is at least 25% t preferably at

15 least 40%, the sequence identity between the microbial and the mammalian

homologues of an area of at least 75 consecutive aminoacids is at least

30%, preferably at least 40 or even 50%, and the sequence identity between

the microbial and the mammalian homologues of at least five areas of at

least 10 consecutive aminoacids is at least 40% t preferably at least 50 or

20 even 60%;

b) preparing peptides comprising at least 5 aminoacids which are in the

same relative position as the same aminoacids of said stress protein, of

which a series of at least 4 consecutive aminoacids is identical both to

a series of aminoacids of the selected microbial protein and to the corres-

25 ponding series of mammalian stress protein aminoacids;

c) screening the prepared peptides for the presence of a T cell epitope,

as evidenced by a T cell response by one or more individuals, not

necessarily by all individuals of a population under investigation.

This method for developing the present peptides can be exemplified

30 for the highly conserved enzyme glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase

(G3-PD)

:

1) Protein sequence alignments.

The aminoacid sequence of the microbial protein to be used is aligned first

with the sequence of the mammalian (e.g. rat) homologue as shown for the

35 G3-PD protein in SEQ ID No. 2 and 3 and Fig. l4.

2) Selection of epitopes according to homology criteria.

Regions are searched where the bacterial sequence contains at least 4

consecutive aminoacids which are identical to the corresponding residues

ISDOCID: <WO 9525744A1_I_>
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at the same relative position within the mammalian protein sequence (e.g.

regions 2-5. 7-1**. 76-79, 92-97. 116-121, 130-13*1. 1T7-I58. etc. up to

321-325. see SEQ ID No. 2 and 3 and Fig. 1*1). Then, synthetic peptides are

prepared identical to the microbial sequence (5-30 aminoacids ) , each

5 peptide overlapping with at least 4 aminoacids of these identical regions

(for instance peptides 50-79. 92-121, 130-13*1, 167-178, 321-333).

3) Determination of T cell epitope qualities of selected sequences.

Synthetic peptides thus selected, are used to identify individual epitopes

in the bacterial G3-PD protein molecule for instance by the following

10 procedures

.

a) After immunisations with the whole bacterial G3^PD protein, T cell

responses to the peptides are monitored, to determine whether individual
T cell epitopes are contained within the selected peptides.

Additionally, since immunity to conserved bacterial proteins is likely to

15 be pre-existent , due to priming with bacterial antigens, epitopes can be

detected by direct in vitro screening of secondary T cell responses to the

peptides, without prior immunisation.

b) Alternatively, by immunisations with these peptides their capacity to

induce sequence specific T cell responses to the microbial G3-PD protein,

20 will reveal their T cell epitope qualities.

A priori prediction of possible epitopes can be made on the basis of known
MHC (HLA) binding motifs.

The in vitro method for screening in all cases can be performed by the use
of standard lymphocyte proliferation assays. Alternatively, other signs of

25 T cell activation can be measured, such as production of cytokines, Ca2+

fluxes, cell body enlargement and increased or changed cell surface marker

expression.

Definition of T cell epitopes can be done in patients, healthy individuals

and/or vaccinated/specifically immunized individuals. These individuals are

30 preferably HLA-typed.

4) Determination of the capacity of selected epitopes to induce T cells

cross-reactive with homologous self-proteins

.

T cells activated in vitro with the defined microbial epitopes, can then
be restimulated with the homologous self protein (in the rat model the rat

35 G3-PD, either as a recombinant protein or purified from stressed cells or
tissue or as elevated levels of MHC-peptide complexes on stressed antigen
presenting cells) or the homologous peptide. Any sign of activation (see
under 3) can be taken as an indication of cross-reactivity of the microbial

BNSDOCIO <WO 9525744A1_I_>
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epitope with the self protein. Initial testing can be carried out with a

synthetic peptide based on the homologous sequence of the self protein, but

final .proof for cross-reactivity with the protein itself, either in

isolated form or expressed on cells, should be obtained, in order to

5 exclude cryptic epitopes.

The peptides according to invention can e.g. correspond to at least

a part of a T cell epitope of the heat shock protein hsp65 of nycobacterium

tuberculosis. For Lewis rats e.g.. T cell epitopes of hsP65 are located in

the regions approximately defined by aminoacid residues 91-100.. 176-190.

10 216-225, 226-235. 256-265. 386-400, 396-405. 446-455 and 511-520

respectively, of the mycobacterial hsp65 sequence as depicted in SEQ ID No.

1 . The existence of T cell epitopes other than those indicated above is not

excluded.

It was found that immunisation of rats with a peptide corresponding

15 to sequence 256-270 of SEQ ID No.l induced strong protection against

induction, seven days later, of adjuvant arthritis (AA) .
Immunisation with

a peptide corresponding to sequence 86-100 of SEQ ID No.l induced moderate

protection, whereas immunisation with peptides corresponding to the other

epitopes produces little or no protection against adjuvant arthritis.

20 The T cell line H.52. originally generated from hsp65 immunised rats

and specific for epitope 256-265 also showed a protective effect on AA

development when injected i.v. at the time of administration of Myco-

bacterium tuberculosis.

It is concluded from this that protective peptides in microbial

25 hsP65 are located at positions where at least 5 aminoacids are in the same

relative position as the same aminoacids in a T cell epitope of microbial

hsP65 that contains at least 4 consecutive aminoacids which are identical

with the corresponding mammalian hsp60 aminoacids. Mammalian hsp includes

human, rat and mouse hsp. The human, rat. mouse and mycobacterial hsP60/-

30 hsP65 aminoacid sequences are depicted in one letter code in Fig. 13-

"Identical with the corresponding mammalian hsP60 aminoacids" is understood

to mean that the aminoacid in question is identical with the aminoacid

which is in the same position in either human, rat. or mouse hsp60.

The peptides are especially those having 5 aminoacids which are in

35 the same relative position as the same aminoacids in one of the sequences

81-100 and 241-270 of SEQ ID No. 1, more particularly having at least 5

aminoacids which are in the same relative position as the same aminoacids

JSDOCID: <WO 9525744A1_I_>
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in one of the sequences 84-95 and 256-265 of SEQ ID No. 1. With preference,

the peptides comprise at least 6, or even 7. aminoacids with the same

relative positions as those in the hsp65 T cell epitopes. Those epitopes

are especially those which have at least 4 consecutive aminoacids which are

identical with the corresponding mammalian hsp60 aminoacids. Examples of

suitable peptide comprise the sequences [Ala Thr Val Leu Ala], [Ala Leu Ser

Thr Leu] and [Leu Ser Thr Leu Val]. In particular, the peptide comprises

5-3O aminoacids of the amino acid sequence of hsp65. The hsp65 aminoacids

may be coupled to other sequences, such as spacer sequences or fused

peptide sequences

.

The peptides are suitable for treatment of and protection against

inflammatory diseases, including autoimmune diseases, such as diabetes,

arthritic diseases, atherosclerosis, multiple sclerosis, and myasthenia

gravis. Also inflammatory processes leading to transplant rejection may be

suppressed by the peptides.

The invention also concerns peptide analogues which exhibit the

immunological properties of the peptides described above, but which contain

one or more chemical modifications. Such peptide analogues, also referred

to as peptidomimetics , can e.g. consist of units corresponding to the

aminoacid residues of the peptides described above, wherein essentially the

same side groups are present, but wherein the backbone contains modifi-

cations such as substitution of an amide group (CO-NH) by another group

such as CH=CH, CO-0, C0-CH2 or CH2-CH2 . Other modifications, such as sub-

stitutions of an aminoacid by a similar natural, or non-natural aminoacid

are also envisaged. In this respect, "similar* means having about the same

size, charge and polarity; thus the aliphatic amino acids alanine, valine,

norvaline, leucine, isoleucine, norleucine and methionine can be considered

as similar; likewise the basic to neutral polar aminoacids such as lysine,

arginine, ornithine, citrulline, asparagine and glutamine are similar for

the present purpose; the same applies to the acidic to neutral polar

aminoacids like asparagine, aspartate, glutamine, glutamate, serine,

homoserine and threonine.

The peptides described above may be used as such, or may be coupled

to a sequence which enhances their antigenicity or immunogenicity . Such

sequences may include parts of toxoids or immunoglobulins. The peptides may

also be used as complexes with MHC molecules and/or incorporated in lipo-

somes. The peptides may also be covalently coupled to other molecules or

whole cells as a vector for immunostimulation. The peptides may be in the
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35

form of monomers, dimers or mul timers.

The invention also relates to nucleotide sequences encoding the

peptides described above . Such nucleotide sequences may comprise 15 or more

nucleotides encoding a region corresponding to a T cell epitope of the

5 stress protein. The nucleotide sequence of stress proteins is known or can

be determined by conventional means. As an example, the nucleotide sequence

of Mycobacterium tuberculosis gene encoding hsp65 is depicted in SEQ ID No.

1. Examples of suitable nucleotide sequences include the sequences 271-285.

766-780 and 769-783 of SEQ ID No. 1 and degenerate sequences and sequences

10 hybridising with these sequences . The nucleotide sequences according to the

invention can be used as such or incorporated in vector sequences, as a

vaccine material for producing immunising peptides in vivo ("naked DNA

approach" )

.

Also provided according to the invention are expression systems

15 capable of expressing a peptide described above, which system contains a

nucleotide sequence corresponding to a part of the sequence encoding the

stress protein, under the operational control of promoter sequences and

other regulatory sequences . The expression system can be present in a

vector organism or in a cell, especially a eukaryotic cell, andean be used

20 to produce the peptides according to the invention on a larger scale.

The invention also provides autologous T cells or other cells

expressing a T cell receptor, or part thereof, from such T cells, activated

by immunostimulation using a peptide as described above.

The invention also concerns antibodies, in particular monoclonal

25 antibodies directed at the peptides described above. The antibodies can be

produced using known methods, e.g. by hybridoma technology: The antibodies

may be used as a passive vaccine or as a diagnostic tool.

The invention furthermore relates to pharmaceutical compositions

suitable for protection against or treatment of an inflammatory disease,

including autoimmune diseases, diabetes, arthritic diseases, athero-

sclerosis, multiple sclerosis and myasthenia gravis, containing a peptide

as described above or a nucleotide sequence, an expression system, a cell

(eukaryotic) or microorganism corresponding to and/or encoding such

peptide. The composition may be in the form of a vaccine; it can then also

contain a conventional adjuvant, such as Alu adjuvants. Iscoms, Freund'

s

complete or incomplete adjuvant or other adjuvant, and/or carrier materials

and other additives.

The composition may in particular be in the form of a medicine

ISDOC ID. <WO 9525744A1_I_>
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suitable for curing developing or developed inflammatory diseases; it

contains conventional additives and excipients. As a treatment composition,

it may also contain an antibody against the peptides described above. The

vaccines and medicaments according to the invention may e.g. be in a form

5 suitable for parenteral, oral or nasal administration.

The invention also relates to diagnostic means and methods based on

the peptides described above, or the corresponding antibodies or nucleotide

sequences (probes) as they can be used to measure the specific expression

of peptide (epitope) sequences at the site of inflammation. Also considered

10 are methods wherein peptides are used in assays measuring T cell prolifer-

ation or T cell cytokine production for diagnostic purposes

.

Abbreviations used in this description:

AA: adjuvant arthritis

Ag: antigen

15 APC: antigen presenting cell

DDA: dimethyl dioctadecyl ammonium bromide

Dhbt: 3-hydroxy-**-oxo-3 , 4-dihydro-l ,2 , 3"benzotriazine

FACS: fluorescence activated cell sorter

FCS: foetal calf serum

20 FITC: fluorescein isothiocyanate

Fmoc: 9* fluorenylmethoxycarbonyl

Hobt: N-hydroxybenzotriazole

hsp60

:

mammalian 60 kDa heat shock protein

hsp65 - mycobacterial 65 kDa heat shock protein

25 IFA: incomplete Freund's adjuvant

JCA: juvenile chronic arthritis

2-ME: 2-mercaptoethanol

MHC: major histocompatibility complex

Mt: heat-killed Mycobacterium tuberculosis

30 PAL: peptide amide linker (trademark)

PBS: phosphate-buffered saline solution

Pfp: pentafluorophenyl

PPD: purified protein derivative of PI. tuberculosis

PLNC: primed lymph node cells

35 RA: rheumatoid arthritis

TCGF: T cell growth factor

TdR: [
3H] thymidine

BNSDOCIO. <WO 9525744A 1J_>
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Materials and Methods

Animals: Male inbred Lewis rats (RT1 B1 MHC haplotype) were obtained from

the University of Limburg. Maastricht. The Netherlands. Rats were five to

eight weeks old at the start of each experiment.

5 Antigens and Adjuvants: Heat-killed Mycobacterium tuberculosis strain H37Ra

(Mt) was obtained from Difco. Purified protein derivative (PPD) of tt. tuber-

culosis and purified recombinant hsP65 of fl.bovis (which is identical to

«. tuberculosis hsP65) were kindl^royided by Dr. J.D.A. van Embden.

National Institute of Public Health and Environmental Protection. Bilt-

10 haven. The Netherlands. Incomplete . Freund' s adjuvant (IFA, Difco) and

dimethyl dioctadecyl ammonium bromide (DDA. Eastman Kodak. Rochester. NY,

ref.18) were used as adjuvants. DDA was prepared as a 20 mg/ml suspension

in PBS and sonicated to produce a gel which was mixed 1:1 with Ag solution

prior to immunisation.

15 Synthetic peptides: Peptides were prepared by automated simultaneous

multiple peptide synthesis (SMPS). The SMPS set-up was developed using a

standard autosampler (Gilson 221) as described previously (19)- Briefly,

for the concurrent synthesis of peptides, standard Fmoc chemistry with Pfp-

activated amino acids (Dhbt for serine and threonine) in a sixfold molar

20 excess and Hobt as catalyst were employed. Peptides were obtained as C-

terminal amides from 6 mg resin/peptide (0-33 meq/g PAL resin, Millipore)

.

Two panels of peptides were synthesised, based on the sequences of Mt hsP65

(20) and rat hsp60 (21). Peptides were 15mers with ten amino acid overlap

with each adjacent peptide (i.e residues 1-15. 6-20. 11-25 etc). Thus, each

25 possible llmer sequence of each protein was contained within a peptide.

Immunisations and primed lymph node populations: Rats were immunised with

either Mt or hsP65. Mt was suspended at 5 mg/ml in IFA or DDA and 100 pi

injected in each hind footpad (i.e. 500 ug/footpad, 1 mg/rat)
.

Hsp65

(1 mg/ml in PBS) was mixed 1:1 with DDA and 100 yl injected (i.e. 50 ug/-

30 footpad, 100 ug/rat). Ten to 21 days later, draining popliteal lymph nodes

were removed, disaggregated, washed three times and used as a source of

primed lymph node cells (PLNC) . In control experiments splenocytes and

lymph nodes from unimmunised rats and PLNC from rats immunised with IFA or

DDA/PBS alone were used.

ISDOCID: <WO 95257AAMJ_»
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Immunisations with synthetic peptides and primed lymph node populations:

Rats were immunised with 50 pg of synthetic peptide in PBS/DDA in each hind

footpad (i.e. 50 pg/footpad, 100 pg/rat) . Ten days later, draining popli-

teal lymph nodes were removed, disaggregated, washed three times and used

as a source of primed lymph node cells (PLNC) . In some experiments. PLNC

were derived as pooled inguinal and popliteal lymph nodes from AA rats 35-

h2 days post Mt immunisation.

Tissue culture reagents: Iscove's modification Dulbecco's medium (IMDM,

Gibco) supplemented with 5% FCS. 2 mM L-glutamine, 100 U/ml penicillin. 100

pg/ml streptomycin (all from Gibco) and 5 x 10"5 M 2-ME was used as culture

medium. Cell populations were washed in IMDM without supplements,

T cell proliferation assays: PLNC were cultured in triplicate in 200 pi

flat bottom microtitre wells (Costar) at 2 x 105 cells per well with or

without antigen. In initial experiments PLNC were tested for responsiveness

to individual peptides at concentrations of 5 and 20 pg/ml, and Mt, hsp65

and PPD over a range of concentrations. Concanavalin A (2 pg/ml) was used

as a positive control for T cell proliferation. Cultures were incubated for

96 h at 37° C in a humidified atmosphere of 3% C02 . Cultures were pulsed for

the final 16 h with [
3H] TdR (Amersham, U.K., 1 pCi/well) and TdR uptake

measured using a liquid scintillation £ counter.

Assays using T cell lines were performed as above using 2 x 10* line cells

per well with irradiated (30 Gy) syngeneic accessory cells (either 3 x 105

splenocytes/well or 106 thymocytes/well ) . Results are expressed as mean

counts per minute (cpm) of triplicate cultures. In experiments where

responses to Ag were low, responses were considered significant if the

stimulation index (S.I. = mean cpm with Ag - mean cpm without Ag) was

greater than two and Student's t tests gave p < 0.01,

T cell lines: T cell lines with specificity for mycobacterial hsp65 or

peptides were generated by bulk stimulation of either hsp65~PLNC or Mt-

PLNC. PLNC were cultured at 5 x 106/ml in culture medium supplemented with

2% normal rat serum (NRS) in the presence of 10 pg/ml Ag. After three days

viable cells were harvested using a ficoll-isopaque gradient and cultured
for a further four days in culture medium + 5% FCS and 5% TCGF (Con A-

activated rat spleen supernatant) . Seven days after initial stimulation

lines were restimulated with irradiated spleen accessory cells and 10 pg/ml
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Ag in culture medium + NRS. Lines were maintained ir. this seven day

restiEulation cycle.

Short term epitope-specific T cell lines were also generated from rats

immunised with synthetic peptides. Peptide-PLNC were cultured as above in

5 the presence of 10 pg/ml peptide.

Monoclonal antibodies: Anti-MHC monoclonal antibodies were added to proli-

feration assays to determine the MHOrestriction of responses to hsP65 and

peptides. 0X6 ( anti-RTl.B, class II). 0X17 (anti-RTl.D, class II). 0X18

(anti-RTl.A, class I) and UD15 (anti-chloramphenicol control antibody) were

10 used. All antibodies were mouse IgGl.

FACS Analysis: FACS analysis was used to phenotype T cell lines. Cells were

incubated with R73 (anti-ap TCR) . W3/25 (anti-CM) or 0X8 (anti-CD8), all

mouse IgGl antibodies. Second step staining was with FITC-conjugated Goat

anti-Mouse Ig (Becton Dickinson). Cells were analysed using a Becton

15 Dickinson FACScan analyser.

Induction and clinical assessment of experimental arthritis: Arthritis was

induced by a single intradermal injection in the base of the tail. AA was

induced with 0.5' mg Mt suspended in 100 ul IFA. CP20961 arthritis was

induced with 2 mg CP20961 in 100 pi light mineral oil (Sigma) .
Rats were

20 examined daily for clinical signs of arthritis. Severity of arthritis was

assessed by scoring each paw from zero to four based on degree of swelling,

erythema and deformity of the joints. Thus the maximum possible arthritis

score was 16.

Modulation of arthritis with hsP65 peptides and epitope-specific T cell

25 lines: Synthetic peptides corresponding to eight T cell epitopes present

in mycobacterial hsP65 were tested for protective effects on arthritis

development. Rats were immunised with 100 pg of individual peptide seven

days prior to arthritis induction. Peptides were immunised in each hind

footpad in 10 mg/ml DDA (50 pl/pad) . Control rats received only PBS/DDA.

30 Epitope-specific T cell lines were also tested for protective activity by

intravenous administration of lines at the time of arthritis induction. T

cell lines were restimulated in vitro with irradiated spleen APC and

specific peptide. Four days later T cell blasts were harvested by ficoll

gradient, washed and applied to a second ficoll gradient to remove any

JSDOCID: <WO 9525744A1_I_>
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contaminating APC- T cells were washed twice in wash medium and twice in

PBS and finally suspended at 2.5xl07/ml in PBS. Immediately prior to

injection of Mt, 200 ul (i.e. 5xl06
) T cells were injected i.v. in the tail

vein.

5 Results

Primed lymph node cell responses to Mt, PPD and hsp65.

Immunisation with hsp65 primed for responsiveness to hsp65. PPD

(which contains native hsp65) also induced proliferation indicating that

immunisation with recombinant hsp65 activated T cells recognising native

10 mycobacterial hsp65. Hsp65-PLNC showed increased responsiveness to Mt

compared to DDA/PBS-PLNC. Hsp65~PLNC proliferative responses to hsp65 were

effectively inhibited by addition of the 0X6 monoclonal antibody to

cultures , indicating that the response was predominantly (if not totally)

restricted to the RT1.B 1 MHC class II molecule (Fig. 2). No significant

15 inhibition was seen using anti-RTl.D, anti-RTl.A or anti-chloramphenicol

isotype control mAbs.

Identification of hsp65 T cell epitopes following Immunisation with hsp65

Hsp65*PLNC were analysed for responsiveness to a panel of peptides

covering the entire sequence of hsp65 (Fig. 3a) . Several peptides induced

20 significant proliferation, suggesting the presence of seven epitopes. In

terms of magnitude of response, three regions of the molecule (residues

176-190, 211-230 and 221-240) appeared to contain the "dominant" T cell

epitopes, while regions 86-100, 251-270, 39-6-410 and 506-525 contained

"subdominant" or minor epitopes. For four of these epitopes (211-230,

25 221-240, 251-270 and 506-525) responses to adjacent overlapping peptides

were seen, suggesting that the core epitopes lay within 216-225, 226-235,

256-265 and 511-520 respectively.

Peptide 176-190 contained the AA-associated epitope 180-188. A syn-

thetic peptide 180-188 was also tested. It was found to induce responses,

30 but at a lower level than the longer 176-190 peptide, indicating that the

minimal epitope provides less efficient stimulation at the PLNC level.

PLNC responses were tested at 10, 14 and 21 days post immunisation.

Responses were strongest at day ten and declined with time. The pattern of

dominance remained constant and no "new" responses to different peptides

35 were observed at day 21. Initial experiments used pooled PLNC from several

immunised rats. Experiments testing the responsiveness of individual rats

BNSDOCID: <WO 9525744A1_|_>
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showed no variation between rats in the pattern of responsiveness. Peptides

that striated hsP65-PLNC were also tested on unpriced

DDA/PBS-PLNC and were found to have no stimulatory activity, xndxcatxng

that immunisation with hsP65 was required to prime for the peptide induced

responses. . . ,„
HsP65-PLNC were also tested for responses to a panel of peptxdes

covering the entire sequence of rat hsP60. None of the rat hsP60 peptides

induced significant responses in hsP65-PLNC tested at 10 or 21 days post

immunisation. «<-

To confirm the presence of the hsP65 T cell epitopes xdentxfxed at

the PLNC level, short term T cell lines were established from ten day

hSP65-PLNC by bulk stimulation with hsP65 . Seven days after the fxrst

"^stimulation, these lines were tested against the entire panel of. hsP65

peptides (Fig. 3b). The response pattern obtained was similar to that of

the original PLNC populations. The three dominant epitopes. 176-190.

216-225 and 226-235. all induced strong responses, and epitopes 256-265 .

396-410 and 5H-520 were also recognised. Two peptides that faxled to

stimulate hsP65-PLNC ( 386-400 and 446-460) did stimulate the hsp65-Specxfxc

20

25

30

lines

.

35

T cell responses to hsP65 epitopes following immunisation with whole

/I. tuberculosis. .

Mt-PLNC were tested for responses to hsP65 peptides, to determxne

whether immunisation with whole Mt could prime for responsiveness to the

hsP65 epitopes described above. Immunisation with Mt/IFA (i.e. the AA-

inducing protocol) consistently failed to induce significant responses to

hsP65 peptides. As Mt/IFA immunisation induced only low level reactxvxty

to hsP65 (Fig. 1). PLNC from rats immunised with Mt mixed with DDA were

tested. This protocol, (using 500 « or 1 mg of K per rat) produced PLNC

showing increased; reactivity to hsP65 . and significant responses to hsp65

peptides (Figs. 1 and Ma). The response pattern differed from that obtaxned

using hsP65-PLNC. Epitope 176-190 appeared to be dominant, epitopes 216-

225, 226-235. 256-265 and 511-520 were minor and responses to ePxtopes 86-

105 and 396-410 absent (Fig. 4a).

Analysis of T cell lines specific for defined hsp65 epitopes

T cell lines were generated by ^stimulation of hsp65-PLNC with

individual synthetic peptides. For epitopes where responses had been

ISDOCID: <WO 9525744A1_I_>
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detected to two overlapping peptides, the line was generated using the

peptide that induced strongest proliferation of hsp65-PLNC (e.g. for

epitope 216-225, peptide 211-225 was used). This resulted in eight T cell

lines . Table I summarises the response patterns to each epitope and names

5 each peptide-specific T cell line. No lines specific for peptide 386-400

were established.

After at least four in vitTo restimulations each line was tested for

responsiveness to specific peptide. hsp65, Mt and PPD. To test for cross-

reactivity with self hsp60, each line was also tested against the

10 correisponding rat hsp60 peptide (Fig. 5) .

All lines responded to hsp65 and their specific peptides and, in all

but one instance, an overlapping peptide. Between residues 211 and 235 four

overlapping peptides were stimulatory. Thus it was possible that four

separate epitopes were present in this region. However, T cell lines

15 generated against peptides 216-230 and 221-235 responded more strongly to

peptides 211-225 and 226-240 respectively, indicating the presence of only

two epitopes: 216-225 and 226-235 as described above. Line H.36, specific

for peptide 176-190 also responded to a peptide including residues 180-188,

previously described to be recognised by the arthritogenic T cell clone

20 A2b„ indicating that these two lines recognise the same core epitope.

Line H.52, specific for residues 256-265, showed clear responses to

the homologous peptide of rat hsp60. Therefore, while no responses to rat

hsp60 peptides could be detected using hsp65-PLNC or the hsp65-specific

lines, cross-reactive T cell recognition could .be demonstrated using this

25 epitope-specific cell line. The mycobacterial peptide induced a five to ten

fold higher level of proliferation than the rat peptide. This might explain

why the rat peptide was not recognised at the PLNC level as responses to

the mycobacterial peptide were minor and any decrease in stimulatory

activity could result in responses below the detectable level. The core

30 epitope recognised by H.52 contains only three residues which differ from

the rat hsp60 sequence, situated at the C terminal end of the epitope (see

Table I). All other T cell lines failed to respond to rat hsp60 peptides.

Thus, of the nine T cell epitopes in mycobacterial hsp65 identified by this

study, only one showed cross-reactivity with rat hsp60.

35^ All peptide-specific or hsp65-specific T cell lines were analysed

for T cell phenotype and MHC-restriction . FACS analysis showed that all T

cell lines were a£ TCR* CD*T CD8~. MHC-restriction was determined by

assessing the ability of anti-MHC monoclonal antibodies (10 yg/ml) to

3NSDOCID: <WO 9525744A1J_>
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inhibit hsP65 or peptide (1 ug/ml) induced responses in proliferation

assays. Addition of anti-KTl.B reduced proliferation of all lines by

greater than 70%. while anti-RTl.D or anti-RTl.A had no significant effect

(Fig. 6). Thus all lines were RTl Derestricted.

5 Immunisation with hsp65 peptides primes for epitope-specific T cell

responses

To determine whether immunisation of rats with synthetic peptides

was effective at priming for T cell reactivity to hsP65 epitopes, in vitro

proliferative responses following immunisation with 100 ug of peptide each

10 containing individual T cell epitopes were examined. PLNC isolated ten days

after immunisation were tested for response to the immunising peptide,

overlapping peptides and to hsP65 {Table II) . PLNC responses were observed

after immunisation with seven of the nine peptides. Responses were not seen

after immunisation with peptides 386-400 and 511"525-

15 Bulk stimulation generated T cell lines to eight of the nine

peptides tested. These eight lines were tested for specificity after four

in vitro restimulations (Table II). All responded to the immunising peptide

and. to some extent, to hsP65- Also, the lines were tested for responsive-

ness to overlapping peptides and. in all but one case, showed identical

20 response patterns to T cell lines generated previously against the same

epitopes after immunisation with whole hsP65- These findings suggest that

T cells activated in vivo by immunisation with hsP65 or synthetic peptides

recognise the same core epitopes.

A T cell line specific for the 86-100 peptide generated from rats

25 immunised with hsP65 responded to peptides 86-100 and 91-105 (i.e. it

recognised a core epitope of 91-100). The T cell line generated following

immunisation with the 86-100 peptide also responded to peptides 81-95 and

91-105. This suggested the presence of two T cell populations, one

recognising residues 86-95. the other recognising residues 91-100.

30 Interestingly, the sequences of mycobacterial hsP65 and rat hsP60 covering

" residues 86-95 are identical. Accordingly, the line proliferated in

response to peptides corresponding to rat hsP60 81-95 and 86-100. Thus

immunisation with the hsP65 86-100 peptides could prime for responsiveness

to an epitope in self hsp60.

35 Line H.52 (generated from hsP65-immunised rats and recognising

epitope 256-265) also responded to the highly homologous rat hsP60 256-270

peptide (see aoove). Accordingly the 256-270 specific T cell line derived

1SDOCID: <WO 9525744A1J_>
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from peptide immunised rats also responded to rat 256-270 (Table II). This

line also showed an increased "autoreactive* 1 response to syngeneic APC

which had been heat-shocked (one hour at 42 °C prior to irradiation) in

comparison control APC cultured at 37°C (Table III). This suggested that

5 increased expression of endogenous hsp60 by APC results in presentation of
this cross-reactive epitope in association with MHC for T cell recognition.

Initial testing of peptides as described in the present application
in humans has shown that both peptides 256-270 and 86-100 are capable of

inducing T cell proliferative responses in some autoimmune disease

10 patients. Thus, already the rat-defined T cell epitopes themselves could
be used for therapeutical intervention in some individuals (certain HLA
types)

.

Analysis of the ability of hsp65 peptides to vaccinate against arthritis
The effects of preimmunisation with synthetic peptides containing

15 individual epitopes on the development of AA were analysed (Fig. 7). The

eight peptides which primed for epitope specific T cells were tested. Rats
were immunised with 100 yg of peptide 7 days prior to AA-induction with Mt.

Preimmunisation with peptide 256-270 resulted in clear protective
effects against AA development. The mean maximum arthritis score after 256-

20 270 preimmunisation was 1.7 (2k rats in five separate experiments) compared
to mean maximum score of 11. 5 for control rats preimmunised with PBS. Of
the 2k rats preimmunised with 256-270, twelve did develop clinical signs
of arthritis, which were milder than those developed by control rats. Also,

whereas control rats suffered permanent joint deformities that persisted
25 after the initial arthritis had subsided, the 256-270 preimmunised rats

that developed AA were remarkably free of permanent deformities. Pre-
immunisation with the other peptides containing hsp65 T cell epitopes had
no significant effects on the onset of AA, except for a moderate effect of

peptide 86-100.

30 PLNC from preimmunised rats were tested for responsiveness to hsp65

epitopes k2 days after Mt administration (Fig. 8). PLNC from rats pre-

immunised with PBS/DDA alone showed significant responses to peptide 176-

190 (containing the AA-associated 180-188 epitope) but not to any other of
the defined hsp65 epitopes. PLNC from rats preimmunised with individual

35 hsp65 peptides all showed responses to the immunising peptide, although the

level of proliferation varied. Thus, whereas preimmunisation with peptides
211-225 and 446-460 induced strong responses, preimmunisation with peptide

BNSDOCID: <WO 9525744A1J_>
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256-270 (which protected against AA) induced marginal PLNC responses.

Responses to peptide 176-190 containing the AA-associated epitope were

found in all PLNC populations (and enhanced after 176-190 preimmunisation)

with one exception. PLNC from rats protected from AA by preimmunisation

5 with peptide 256-270 showed a total lack of response to 176-190.

Administration of a T cell line specific for the cross-reactive 256-265

epitope confers protection against AA

The effects of epitope-specific T cell lines on AA were tested (Fig.

9) . T cell lines were administered to rats at the same time as Mt for AA

10 induction ( 5xl0
6 T cells per rat injected i.v. in a tail vein). In two

experiments, administration of line H.52 recognising the 256-265 epitope

clearly reduced the severity of AA compared to control animals receiving

PBS. The T cell lines H.36. H.43 and H.46 (specific for epitopes 180-188.

216-225 and 226-235 respectively) were also tested and had no significant

15 effects on AA development.

Line H.46 was restimulated with specific peptide (226-240) in the

presence of 10 pg/ml peptide 256-270. in order to ensure that the

protective effect of line H. 52 was not the result of administration of

residual 256-270 peptide carried over from the in vitro restimulation of

20 the line. Administration of the resulting 226-235 specific T cell blasts

failed to protect against AA.
r

Preimmunisation with peptide 256-270 also vaccinates against CP2096l-

induced arthritis

The only hsP65 peptide which protected strongly against AA was found

25 to be 256-270. which induced T cell reactivity against the corresponding

sequence of rat hsP60. This finding suggested that self-reactive T cells

account for hsP65-induced protection against arthritis. This mechanism

would then be expected to protect against arthritis induced by other

compounds and not be dependent on the use of mycobacteria. Therefore the

30 capacity of peptide 256-270 to induce protection in the CP2096l-induced

model was tested. As CP2096l is a lipoidal amine, there is no possibility

of this arthritogenic preparation containing an antigenic component with

potential cross-reactivity with hsP65 256-270. Preimmunisation with hsP65

256-270 strongly protected rats against CP2096l-induced arthritis, whereas

35 a control peptide (hsP65 211-225) did not (Fig. 10). Thus preimmunisation

with hsP65 256-270 can protect against AA and CP209&1-induced arthritis.

. <WO 9525744A1J_>
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presumably via a mechanism which is not dependent on the administration of

mycobacteria as a component of the arthritogenic inoculation

.

Rat hsp60 (256-270) fails to vaccinate against arthritis

Since preimmunisation with hsp65 256-270 provided protection against

5 AA and T cells specific for this peptide also responded to the highly homo-
logous peptide based on the rat hsp60 256-270 sequence, the rat peptide was
tested for similar protective effects (Fig. 11). Protection was observed
after preimmunisation with mycobacterial hsp65 256-270, but not with rat
hsp60 256-270. An explanation for this discrepancy may be that immunisation

10 with rat hsp60 256-270 does not prime for appropriate T cell responses. To
investigate this we generated peptide-specific T cell line from rat 256-270
{R. 256-270 ) immunised PLNC and compared responses of this line with that
of a line from mycobacterial 256-270 (M- 256-270) immunised PLNC (Fig. 12).
The line generated against M.256-270 responded to peptides representing

15 M.256-270, M. 251-265 and a shorter "core n peptide M. 256-265, and cross-
reacted with R. 256-270 and (weakly) R. 256-265. In contrast, the line
generated against R.256-27O responded to R.256-270, but not to M.256-270
or to R. 256-265 and M. 256-265. This line also showed a high "autoreactive"
response to APC alone, suggesting that the APC were already expressing the
self hsp60 epitope.

Thus immunisation with M.256-27O primed for T cell responses that
cross-reacted with R.256-27O, but immunisation with R.256-270 primed for
rat-specific T cell responses that did not cross-react with M.256-270. The
fact that the R. 256-270 specific line did not respond to R. 251-265 or
R. 256-265 suggests that one or more of the five C-terminal residues of
R.256-270 is important for stimulation of this line. None of these five
residues share identity with the mycobacterial sequence, presumably
accounting for the lack of responsiveness to M.256-270.

Furthermore, using anti-MHC mAbs, the T cell lines generated against
M.256-270 and R.256-270 were found to have different MHC-restrictions

.

Peptide induced proliferation of the M.256-270 specific line was inhibited
by the 0X6 anti-RTl.B mAb, whereas the R.256-270 specific line was in-
hibited by the 0X17 anti-RTl.D mAb.

9525744A1J_>
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Table I

Mycobacterial hsP65 epitopes recognised by Lewis rat T cells.

Xmmunisation

5 In vitro stimulation

25

30

hsp hsp Mt Mt Mt hsp

hsp - hsp Mt peptide

j T cell
Epitope Sequence ±±ne

91-100 DGTTTATVLAQALVR

10 176-190 EESNTFGLgLELTEG

216-225 AVLEDPYIIMSSKV

226-235 stvkdllelu:kvig

256-265 AI.STLWNKIRGTFK

386-400 ELKERKHRIEDAVRN

15 396.405 DAVRNAKAAVEEGI

V

446-455 API .KOIAFNSGLEPG

511-520 TTFAWADKPEKE

+ + + ++ + + + + + + + + ++

+ + + +++ + + +

H.l8

H.36

H.43

H.46

H.52

H.80

H.90

H.103

20 r^S^iquences of hsP65 peptides used to generate each line are shown

ihe^LrSiSnd to the indicated parts of SEQ ID No. 1.^lt
JJ ^

dSned by responses to overlapping peptides, are denoted by ^«^f
resides Residues sharing identity with the correspondxng sequence of rat

5«2rS±£ ^cognition of epitopes following differing inununisation and

restimulation protocols are summarised.

No response
+ Minor response
+++ Dominant response r _ -1 -1 i±nG
2. « and - in this column refer to whether a peptide-specifxc T cell line

was generated from hsp65-PLNC.

Table II

T cell responses by immunisation with hsp65 peptides.

Rats were iiunised'with synthetic peptides

35 epitopes (100 yg peptide/DDA per rat). Ten days *at%n
P^ "ere

J^JJ^
and tested for responses to overlapping peptides (20 pg/ml)

. J^^land testea iu k
Eenerated by bulk in vitro stimulation of PLNC

40 to 20 pg/ml hsp65 . Results are expressed as mean cPm of triplicate

cultures. All SEM were less than 20%.
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Table II

CPM
Immunising In vitTo PLNC T Cell Response after
peptide peptide Line hsp65 immunisation1

86-100 0 2518 1127
81-95 15296 15785 -
86-100 57925 49422
91-105 1999 18444 +

Rat 86-100 6196

176-190 0 1784 1255 -

171-185 3082 1640
176-190 57707 31400 +

180-188 7859 23275 +

211-225 0 986 1479
206-220 645 988 -

211-225 39765 121978
1 1 1 1 "7

226-240 0 1286 882
221-235 7381 100306
226-240 22761 152071

1 Arc: Ot>2

256-270 0 2448 762
251-265 6391 66063
256-270 16423 69037
261-275 2553 646

Rat 256-270 4152 14987 +

396-410 0 3399 2095
391-^05 2280 39335 +
jyo-Hlu 8477 88916 +
401-415 3211 2011

446-460 0 1928 1028
441-455 4715 17805
446-460 22918 38324
451-465 2130 1283

511-525 0* 2804 537
506-520 275^ 61293
511-525 3164 129373 4-

516-530 2821 1231

As determined using T cell lines generated from hsp65-immunised rats.

BNSOOCID: <WO_95257A4Al_l_>
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Table III

Stimulation of hsp65 (256-270) specific T cells by heat-shocke^ APC

T cell lines (2 x lo'/well) were cultured with APC (2 x HP/well
>
that had

been cultured for one hour at either 37'C or k2'C prior to irradxatxon

Cells were cultured with or without specific peptide as Ag (10ug/ml). Lane

H H6 specific for the non-cross-reactive, mycobacterial hspo5 unique

epitope 211-225 was used as a control. Results are expressed as mean cpm

of triplicate cultures. All SEM were less than 20%.

T cell line P.m52.1 Line H.46

Specificity 256-265 226-235

T cells - APC 22

37°C APC - Ag 1470 33

+ Myco. pept 1207^4 162785

+ rat pept 18061 NT

M2°C APC - Ag 15960 37

+ Myco. pept 115626 150887

+ rat pept 258^2 NT

Discussion

Immunisation of Lewis rats with heat-killed Mt in IFA induces AA

(1). reported to be associated with T cell responses to residues 180-188

of mycobacterial hsP65 (5)- Conversely, immunisation with hsP65 protects

25 against subsequent attempts to induce AA by an as yet undefined T cell-

mediated mechanism (5.6). Epitopes within hsP65 recognised by Lewis rat T

cells were identified in this description. Responsiveness to these epitopes

in T cell populations following immunisation with either Mt or hsP65 was

compared

.

30 Immunisation of rats with recombinant mycobacterial hsP65 primed

for MHC class II (RT1 .B 1
) -restricted recognition of hsp65- Analysis of

hsp65-PLNC responses to overlapping peptides covering the entire hsP65

sequence identified seven T cell epitopes. Following a single in vitro

restimulation with hsP65. two further epitopes were identified. Thus Lewis

35 rat T cells recognise nine epitopes in mycobacterial hsp65-

Immunisation with Mt suspended in IFA (as used in the AA-inducing

protocol) did not prime for PLNC responses to hsP65 peptides. However.

Mt/DDA immunisation did induce significant responses to hsP65 peptides.
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Significantly, AA only develops following Mt/IFA immunisation and not after

Mt/DDA immunisation (S.M.A, unpublished observations). Thus the enhanced

activation of hsp65~specific T cells when DDA is used as adjuvant might

account for this difference. T cells from Mt/IFA and Mt/DDA immunised rats

5 showed identical response patterns after in vitro restimulation with hsp65

indicating that Mt/IFA does prime for T cell recognition of hsp65, but at

a relatively low level.

Patterns of dominance of hsp65 epitopes differed following immun-

isation with hsp65 or whole Mt. Hsp65 immunisation resulted in three co-

10 dominant epitopes: 176-190, 216-225 and 226-235- After Mt immunisation,

epitope 176-190 appeared dominant with epitopes 216-225 and 226-235 being

minor along with 256-265 and 511-520. The dominance of the 176-190 epitope

was even more marked when Mt-PLNC were restimulated with Mt Hsp65, but not

Mt immunisation primed for responses to epitopes 86-100 and 396-^10.

15 " We generated a£ TCR*CD*T t RT1 .B 1-restrieted T cell lines specific for

eight of the nine epitopes identified. Of these eight T cell lines two;

H.36 and H.46 (which recognise 176-190 and 226-235 respectively) responded

strongly to Mt while the others responded relatively weakly. This is

consistent with the dominance of 176-190 following immunisation with Mt.

20 The relatively low quantities of hsp65 present in the Mt preparation

might result in focusing of T cell responses on hsp65 epitopes with higher

affinities for MHC class II molecules. Preliminary experiments testing the

ability of peptides containing hsp65 epitopes to inhibit proliferation of

T cell lines with other Ag specificities suggest that peptide 176-190 may

25 have a higher affinity for RT1.B1 molecules than do peptides 211-22^ or

226-2^0 (data not shown). Thus, when Ag concentrations are limited (i.e.

following Mt immunisation) dominance of T cell epitopes might be more

dependent on their relative MHC binding affinities, whereas following

immunisation with large quantities of specific antigen (50-100 ug hsp65 per

30 rat) relative dominance might not be simply a function of affinity for MHC.

Clearly, antigen processing of the intact hsp65 molecule will determine the

peptide fragments generated during in vivo priming, and the naturally

processed fragments will not be identical to the synthetic 15mers used in

this study. Also the molecular context of hsp65 (i.e recombinant monomeric

35 hsp65. or the multimeric native protein in the Mt preparation) could affect

antigen processing and influence the pattern of epitope recognition.

Significantly, the dominant hsp65 epitope following Mt immunisation,

176-190, contains the 180-188 sequence previously reported to be recognised
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by the arthritogenxc T cell clone A2b. Therefore, the AA-inducing protocol

results in a T cell response skewed towards the AA-associated epitope. For

PLNC responses, the longer 176-190 peptide induced stronger proliferative

responses than the minimal 180-188 peptide.. This is a significant finding

5 as previous studies have analysed polyclonal responses to 180-188 (7.22).

The length of naturally processed peptides found in the binding groove of

MHC class II molecules has been described as 13 to 25 amino acids (23.24).

Thus a more stable interaction of the 15mer 176-190 with the RT1.B 1

molecule compared with the 9mer 180-188 might account for the increased

10 stimulatory activity.

Of the nine hsP65 T cell epitopes defined by this study, one was

cross-reactive with rat hsP60. Although no significant response to any rat

hsP60 peptide was observed at the PLNC level following immunisation with

either hsP65 or Mt. the T cell line H.52. specific for the 256-265 epitope

15 did respond to the corresponding rat hsP60 peptide. Accordingly this region

is highly conserved (mycobacterial: ALSTLWNKI , rat: ALSTLVLNRL) with seven

. residues identical and conservative substitutions at the other three

positions. The region 243-265 shows highest identity between mycobacterial

and mammalian hsp60s . with 18/23 residues identical and five conservative

20 substitutions (11).

The present findings provide important insights into T cell mediated

protective effect of hsp65 preimmunisation in experimental models of

arthritis, for which three possible mechanisms have been proposed. Firstly,

previous data suggested that hsP65 preimmunisation might down-regulate the

25 response to the AA-associated 180-188 epitope (22). The results of the

present study do not support this, as 176-190 is a co-dominant epitope

following hsp65 immunisation.

Secondly, enhanced activation of T cells (recognising one or more

hsP65 epitope) following preimmunisation might result in a more efficient

30 recognition and clearance of Mt on subsequent challenge, before AA can

develop. It was found that hsp65~immunisation results in improved recogni-

tion of hsP65 epitopes compared to Mt-immunisation (both in terms of number

of epitopes recognised and magnitude of responses) . These differences might

form the basis for such a protective mechanism.

35 Reports of T cell recognition of epitopes conserved between myco-

bacterial hsp65 and mammalian hsP60 (lU-17) have led to a third hypothesis,

in which preimmunisation with hsP65 activates T cells recognising cross-

reactive epitopes (16). Subsequent recognition of self hsP60 upregulated
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during inflammation within the joint would then regulate the inflammatory

process, preventing development of chronic arthritis. If this hypothesis

is correct, the relevant T cell epitope (for models using Lewis rats) must

be residues 256-265 as this is the only cross-reactive epitope recognised

5
,

following hsp65 immunisation. Interestingly, epitope 256-265 was recognised

only poorly by Mt/IFA immunisation. Also, line H.52 responded weakly to Mt.

Therefore the AA-inducing protocol is poor at activating T cells specific

for this epitope.

Preimmunisation with hsp65 not only protects against AA, but also

10 against arthritis induced without mycobacteria (6-10) and, in pristane (10)

and CP20961 -induced (6) arthritis, without any exogenously added protein.

Therefore it is probable that the pathogenic mechanisms in these models

differ, yet all can be prevented by preimmunisation with hsp65. With this

in mind, the hypothesis which does not require recognition of whole Mt, but

15 involves cross-reactive T cell recognition of mycobacterial hsp65 and rat,

hsp60 seems most attractive as protection could be accounted for by a

single mechanism, regardless of the arthritogenic agent used. T cell

recognition of self hsp60 might also be relevant in resistance to human

arthritic conditions. T cell reactivity to self hsp60 has been reported in

20 patients with RA (25) and JCA (26). An exciting extension of this was the

report of two CD*T T cell clones from a JCA patient which recognised cross-

reactive epitopes in the highly conserved region (2^3-265) recognised by

the H.52 T cell line in our study, and that the donor patient had a

favourable outcome of disease (17) . Also epitopes in this region of self

25 hsp60 were recognised by CD*T CTL from healthy human donors (14).

T cell reactivity against hsp65 is believed to be involved in the

protective mechanism (s ) . Rats were preimmunised with synthetic peptides

containing individual epitopes seven days prior to AA induction with Mt.

This approach led to a striking protective effect in rats preimmunised with

30 peptide 256-270. None of the other peptides tested showed any influence on

AA development. The T cell line H.52, originally generated from hsp65

immunised rats and specific for epitope 256-265, also showed a protective

effect on AA development when injected i.v. at Mt administration. Transfer

of line H.52 did not induce total protection against AA but clearly reduced

35 the severity of the arthritis. The low numbers of cells transferred in this

study (5xl06 compared with 5xlO7-108 in other studies), enforced due to the

slow rate of growth displayed by H.52, might be insufficient to induce a

fully protective effect.
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The finding that preimmunisation with peptide 176-190 (containing

the AA-associated 180-188 epitope) had no effect on AA onset is in contrast.

with previous reports that preimmunisation with peptides 180-188 induces

effective protection against AA. A possible explanation for this difference,

lies in the different preimmunisation regimens adopted. We immunised with

peptide in the footpads seven days prior to Mt immunisation using DDA as

adjuvant, whereas the previous studies immunised i.p. with peptide in IFA

on days -35. -20 and -5- Although i.p. immunisation with peptide in IFA has

been used to induce epitope specific T cell tolerance, this approach was

reported to induce 180-188 specific T cells capable of transferring

protection to naive rats. These findings could not be repeated

No protective effect was found of administering the 180-188-specifiC

T cell line H.36 at the time of Mt immunisation. This contrasts with the

previously described protective effects of transferring spleen T cells from

180-188 immunised rats or the 180-188 specific T cell lines A2 and A2c.

H 36 might therefore be an «A2b-like" line with AA inducing rather than

protective activity, although transfer of H.36 did not increase seventy

of AA and we have not tested the ability of the line to induce AA in

irradiated rats. Alternatively, the low numbers of cells transferred in

this study again might not be sufficient to induce a protective effect.

Line H 52 has been shown to recognise the 256-270 sequence of rat

hsP60. Similarly, short term T cell lines derived from rats immunised with

peptide 256-270 (generated both from rats ten days after peptide immuni-

sation and from protected rat. *2 days after «t administration) responded

to the corresponding rat hsP60 peptide. These lines also showed small but

significant responses to heat shocked APC indicating that the endogenous

self hsP60 epitope could be presented in association with MHC class II for

T cell recognition when hsP60 levels were upregulated.

Thus immunisation with mycobacterial hsP65 256-270 protected

against AA development and activated T cells capable of responding to the

shared epitope in rat hsP60. This finding provides support for the hypo-

thesis that the mechanism by which hsP65 preimmunisation protects Lewxs

rats against arthritis is based on activation of T cells that recognise an

epitope shared with rat hsP60. Recognition by these T cells of elevated

levels of the self epitope presented by MHC class II expressing cells at

the site of inflammation (the joint) would then provide an antigen-specific

.echanism for regulation of the inflammatory process. This mechanism does

not require the "protective" T cell to recognise a mycobacterial component

25

30

35
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and therefore provides an attractive single mechanism for explaining hsp65-

induced resistance to models not employing bacterial derived-arthritogens.

The most notable of these models in the Lewis rat is the model induced with
CP20961, which is a lipoidal amine and therefore has no possible antigenic
cross-reactivity with hsp65- It was found indeed that peptide 256-270
confers protection against the CP20961-induced model.

Preimmunisation with rat 256-270 failed to protect against AA.
T cell lines derived from rats immunised with M. 256-270 and R.256-270
recognized two distinct epitopes. Immunisation with M. 256-270 induced
RT1 .B 1 -restrieted T cells specific for the cross-reactive core epitope
256-265. Immunisation with R. 256-270 induced RT1. Derestricted T cells
specific for the rat-unique core epitope 261-270. Thus the protective
effect observed here required T cell recognition of the 256-265 epitope in
association with RT1.B 1

. The relatively weak responses to R.256-270 after
15 M. 256-270 immunisation suggest the trimolecular interaction of R.256-270,

RT1.B 1
, and TCR was of relatively low affinity. The strong proliferative

responses of the R.256-270 specific T cell line suggest that the R.256-270.
RT1.D 1

, TCR interaction might be of high affinity. The rat-unique R. 261-270
epitope might be cryptic (i.e. not expressed with MHC . class II after

20 processing of endogenous hsp60 by APC and therefore not available for
recognition by potentially protective T cells). If so, T cells with high
affinity for this epitope would not be negatively selected in the thymus
and would dominate the T cell response after immunisation with R.256-270,
preventing development of an effective response to the protective 256-265

25 epitope. If differing affinities of the two interactions result from RT1.D 1

having higher binding affinity than RT1.B 1 for R.256-270, a form of
"determinant capture" (Deng et al., J. Exp. Med. 178: I675-I68O) could
account for this effect. Analysis of the binding affinities of both MHC
class II molecules for R.256-270 and M.256-270 will clarify this. Thus
therapeutic applications may require the use of bacterial hsp60 epitopes
that induce relatively low affinity cross-reactive responses to endogenous-
ly processed self hsp60. Any self hsp60 epitopes that prove strongly
immunogenic when administered as synthetic peptides may well be cryptic as
responses to epitopes of naturally processed endogenous hsP60 would be con-
trolled by normal mechanisms of thymic selection and peripheral tolerance.

30

35
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Dftscripfi nn of thp figures

Figure l: Mt or hsP65 immunisation primes fof T cell recognition of hsP65 .

Ten day PLNC from rats immunised with hsP65 . Mt/IFA, or Mt/DDA were tested

against hsP65. PPD and Mt over a range of concentrations (20 ug/ml. which

gave maximal responses, shown here). Unimmunised splenocytes and PLNC from

rats immunised with PBS/DDA were used as negative controls (PLNC from 1FA

immunised rats showed the same response pattern as PBS/DDA-PLNC)
.

All

S.E.M's were less than 20%.

Figure 2: Anti-MHC mAb inhibition of anti-hsP65 PLNC responses.

Ten day hsP65-PLNC were cultured with a range of hsi>65 doses in the

presence of 10 ug/ml mAb specific for RT1.B (0X6). RT1.D (0X17) and RT1.A
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(0X18). Anti-cmp = UD15 anti -chloramphenicol , isotype control antibody. All

S.E.M's were less than 20%.

Figure 3: Responses to mycobacterial hsp65 peptides following immunisation
with hsp65-

5 Responses to the entire panel of hsp65 peptides were analysed using ten day
hsp65-PLNC (Fig. 3a), or an hsp65-specific T cell line (Fig. 3b) , generated
from the same hsp65-PLNC population. Peptides were tested at 5 and 20 pg/ml

(20 pg/ml shown here). Responses to hsp65, PPD and Mt (20pg/ml) were all
greater than 60,000 cpm in (a) and 150,000 cpm in (b) . Peptides inducing

10 significant responses are identified. Where overlapping peptides were
stimulatory, the peptide giving stronger responses is identified. The
results of this experiment were reproduced in three further experiments.
All S.E.M's were less than 20%.

Figure 4: Responses to mycobacterial hsp65 peptides following immunisation
15 with whole Mt.

Responses to the entire panel of hsp65 peptides were analysed using ten day
PLNC from rats immunised with Mt/DDA (Fig. 4a), or T cell lines generated
from Mt/IFA-PLNC by restimulation with hsp65 or Mt (Fig. 4b). Peptides were
tested at 5 and 20 pg/ml (20 pg/ml gave stronger responses, and is shown.

20 here). Responses to hsp65. PPD and Mt (20pg/ml) were all greater than

40,000 cpm in (a) and 150,000 cpm in (b). Peptides inducing significant
responses are highlighted. All S.E.M's were less than 20%.

Figure 5: Response of T cell lines specific for defined hsp65 epitopes.
T cell lines were tested for responses to overlapping hsp65 peptides,

25 corresponding rat hsp60 peptides, hsp65 and Mt over a range of Ag
concentrations (10 pg/ml shown here) (Fig's 5.1 to 5.4). All lines
responded to PPD and none responded to control hsp65 peptides containing
other epitopes. All S.E.M's were less than 20%.

Figure 6: Anti-MHC mAb inhibition of T cell line responses.

30 Epitope-specific and hsp65-specific T cell lines were cultured with irradi-
ated APC and 1 pg/ml Ag (specific peptide for epitope-specific lines or
hsp65 for the hsp65~specific line) in the presence of 10 pg/ml mAb specific
for RT1.B (0X6), RT1.D (0X17) and RT1.A (0X18) . Anti-cmp = UD15 anti-chlor-
amphenicol, isotype control antibody. All S.E.M's were less than 20%.
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Figure 7: Modulation of AA development by preimmunisation with hsP65

peptides

.

Rats were immunised in the hind footpads with 100 pg of individual synthe-

tic peptides or PBS in DDA seven days prior to AA induction using 5mg Mt

in 100 ul IFA injected i.d, at the base of the tail (Fig's 7-1 to 7-M).

Five rats were used in each preimmunisation group. Arthritis scores were

assessed daily from eight days after Mt injection.

Figure 8: PLNC responses of peptide-preimmunised AA rats.

Rats were preimmunised and Mt-immunised as described in Fig. 7- PLNC

(pooled inguinal and popliteal LN) were isolated 42 days after Mt-

immunisation and tested for responses to hsP65 peptides containing defined

T cell epitopes (20ug/ml) . All PLNC responded to hsP65, Mt (responses were

all greater than 50.000 cpm) . All SEM were less than 20%.

Figure 9: Modulation of AA using epitope-specific T cell lines.

Rats were administered with 5*106 T cells i.v. in PBS or PBS alone at the

time of AA induction using 5 mg Mt in 100 pi IFA injected i.d. at the base

of the tail. Five rats were used in each group. Arthritis scores were

assessed daily from eight days after Mt injection. Results using lines H.H6

(specific for 226-235) and H. 52 (specific for 256-265) are shown. Injection

of lines H.36 and H.*»3 (specific for epitopes 180-188 and 216-225

respectively), had no significant effect on AA (data not shown) .

Figure 10: Modulation of CP20961-induced arthritis by preimmunisation with

hsp65 peptides.

Rats were immunised in the hind footpads with 100 pg of individual

synthetic peptides (211-225 or 256-270) or PBS in DDA seven days prior to

AA induction using 2 mg CP209-61 in 100 ul mineral oil injected i.d. at the

base of the tail. Five rats were used in each preimmunisation group.

Arthritis scores were assessed daily from eight days after Mt injection.

Figure 11: Preimmunisation with rat hsP60 ( 256-270) does not protect

) against AA.

Rats were immunised in the hind footpads with 100 pg of individual

synthetic peptides or PBS in DDA seven days prior to AA induction using 5

mg Mt in 100 pi IFA injected i.d. at the base of the tail. Five rats were

used in each preimmunisation group. Arthritis scores were assessed daily
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from eight days after Mt injection. Preimmunisation with a control peptide

(hsp65 211-225) did not influence AA development (data not shown)

.

Figure 12: Immunisation with hsp65 (256-270) and rat hsp60{ 256-270) primes

for T cell responses to distinct epitopes.

5 Rats were immunised in the hind footpads with either M. 256-270 or R. 256-270

in DDA. Seven days later PLNC were isolated and restimulated in vitro with

the immunised peptide. The resulting T cell lines (line P.m52 recognising

M. 256-270 and line P.r57 recognising R.256-270) were tested for responses

to mycobacterial and rat peptides in the presence of irradiated syngeneic

10 spleen APC. All SEM were less than 20%.

Figure 13: Multisequence alignment of human, rat, mouse and M. Bovis BCG

heat shock protein hsp65 (hsp60) in one-letter code.

The alignment was done on 4 protein sequences . An asterix * shows perfectly

conserved aminoacids. A dot . shows well-conserved, i.e. similar although

15 not identical aminoacids.

, Consensus length : 573

Identity : 25*1 ( 44 .3%)

Similarity: 211 ( 36.8%)

Dictionary of the sequences used for the alignment

20 [1] P60SHUMAN Size: 573 residues.

DE Mitochondrial matrix protein PI precursor (P60 lymphocyte protein)

(Chaperonin homologue) (HUCHA60) (Heat shock protein 60) (hsp60)

.

OS HUMAN (Homo sapiens).

[2] P60BRAT Size: 5^7 residues.

25 DE Mitochondrial matrix protein PI (P60 lymphocyte protein) (Chaperonin

homologue) (heat shock protein 60) (hsp60)

.

OS RAT (Rattus norvegicus).

[3] P60SM0USE Size: 555 residues.

DE Mitochondrial matrix protein PI precursor {P60 lymphocyte protein)

30 (Chaperonin homologue) (heat shock protein 60) (hsp60) (fragment).

OS MOUSE (Mus muscuius).

[4] P60SM.TUB Size: 540 residues.

Mycobacterium tuberculosis / Mycobacterium bovis BCG hsp60
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Claims

1. Peptide corresponding to a part of the aminoacid sequence of a

microbial protein having a conserved mammalian stress protein homologue.

wherein the overall aminoacid sequence identity between the microbial and

5 the mammalian homologues is at least 25%, the sequence identity between

the microbial and the mammalian homologues of an area of at least 75

consecutive aminoacids is at least 30%, said part comprising at least 5

aminoacids which are in the same relative position as the same aminoacids

in a T cell epitope of said stress protein, which epitope contains at least

10 4 consecutive aminoacids which are identical with the corresponding

mammalian stress protein aminoacids.

2. Peptide according to claim 1, wherein the overall aminoacid sequence

identity between the microbial and the mammalian homologues is at least 40%

and the sequence identity between the microbial and the mammalian homo-

15 logues of an area of at least 75 consecutive aminoacids is at least 50%.

3. Peptide according to claim 1 or 2, wherein said stress protein is

selected from heat-shock proteins and stress-induced enzymes.

4. Peptide according to claim 3, wherein said heat-shock protein is heat

shock protein hsP65 of Mycobacterium tuberculosis (= M. bovis BCG) as

20 depicted in SEQ ID No. 1.

5. Peptide according to claim 4, wherein the peptide comprises at least

5 aminoacids which are in the same relative position as the same aminoacids

in one of the sequences 81-100 and 2*11-270 of SEQ ID No. 1.

6. Peptide according to claim 5. wherein the peptide comprises at least

25 5 aminoacids which are in the same relative position as the same aminoacids

in one of the sequences 84-95 and 256-265 of SEQ ID No. 1.

7. Peptide according to any one of claims 1-6, wherein the peptide

comprises 5~30 aminoacids of the amino acid sequence of the microbial

protein

.
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8. Peptide according to any one of claims i-6, wherein said part does not

contain one or more sections of 5~50 aminoacids corresponding to T cell

epitopes of said stress protein, which epitopes' contain less than 3.

especially less than 4 , consecutive aminoacids which are identical with the

5 corresponding mammalian stress protein aminoacids.

9- Peptide according to any one of claims 1-8, wherein one or more of the

aminoacid residues has been exchanged with a residue of an aminoacid having

similar size, charge and polarity, or with aminoacid mimetics resulting in

one or more backbone modifications.

10 10. Method of producing a peptide according to any one of claims 1-9*

comprising the steps of:

a) selecting a microbial protein having a conserved mammalian stress

protein homologue> wherein the overall aminoacid sequence identity between

the microbial and the mammalian homoldgues is at least 25%. and the

15 sequence identity between the microbial and the mammalian homologues of an

area of at least 75 consecutive aminoacids is at least 30%;

b) preparing peptides comprising at least 5 aminoacids which are in the

same relative position as the same aminoacids of said stress protein, of

which a series of at least k consecutive aminoacids is identical both to

20 a series of aminoacids of the selected microbial protein and to the corres-

ponding series of mammalian stress protein aminoacids;

c) screening the prepared peptides for the presence of a T cell epitope.

11. Nucleotide sequence encoding a peptide according to any one of claims

1-8.

25 12. Expression system capable of expressing a peptide according to any one

of claims 1-8.

13- Microorganism or eukaryotic cell containing an expression system

according to claim 12.

1**. T cell or cell expressing a T cell receptor from it, activated by

30 immunostimulation. using a peptide according to any one of claims 1-9-

15- Antibody raised against a peptide according to any one of claims 1-9*

BNSOOCID: <WO 9525744A 1_l_>
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16. Pharmaceutical composition suitable for treatment of or protection

against an inflammatory disease, including autoimmune diseases, such as

diabetes, arthritic diseases, atherosclerosis, multiple sclerosis,

myasthenia gravis, containing a peptide according to any one of claims 1-9

.

a nucleotide sequence according to claim 11, an expression system according

to claim 12, a cell according to claim 13 or 14 , or an antibody according

to claim 15-

17. Diagnostic composition containing a peptide according to any one of

claims 1-9 or an antibody according to claim 15

.
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Fig. 13 (i)

*************************************
* MULTIPLE SEQUENCE ALIGNMENT HSP60 *
*************************************

HUMAN MLRLPTVFRQMRPVSRVLAPHLTRAYAKDVKF 32
RAT A KDVKF 6
MOUSE APHLTRAYAKDVKF 14
M. TUB M AKTIAY 7

HUMAN GADARALMLQGVDLLADAVAVTMGPKGRTVI I 64
RAT GADARALMLQGVDLLADAVAVTMGPKGRTVI I 38
MOUSE GADARALMLQGVDLLADAVAVTMGPKGRTV1 1 46
M . TUB DEEARRGLERGLNALADAVKVTLGPKGRNWL 3 9

. ***** *.***** - *_

HUMAN EQSWGSPKVTKDGVTVAKSIDLKDKYKNIGAK 96
RAT EQSWGSPKVTKDGVTVAKSIDLKDKYKNIGAK 70
MOUSE EQSWGSPKVTKDGVTVAKSIDLKDKYKNIGAK 7 8
M . TUB EKKWGAPTITNDGVS IAKEIELEDPYEKIGAE 7

1

*..**-*..*.***..**.*.*.* *,.***_

HUMAN LVQDVANNTNEEAGDGTTTATVLARSIAKEGF 128
RAT LVQDVANNTNEEAGDGTTTATVLARSIAKEGF 102
MOUSE LVQDVANNTNEEAGDGTTTATVLARSIAKEGF 110
M

.
TUB LVKEVAKKTDDVAGDGTTTATVLAQALVREGL 103

**
. . ** . . * . . ************

m ^ **

HUMAN EKISKGANPVEIRRGVMLAVDAVIAELKKQSK 160
RAT EKISKGANPVEIRRGVMLAVDAVIAELKKQSK 134
MOUSE EKISKGANPVEIRRGVMLAVDAVIAELKKQSK 142
M. TUB RNVAAGANPLGLKRG IEKAVEKVTETLLKGAK 135

... **** **. **. *...* * . *

HUMAN PVTTPEEIAQVATISANGDKEIGNIISDAMKK 192
RAT PVTTPEEIAQVATISANGDKDIGNI ISDAMKK 166
MOUSE PVTTPEEIAQVATISANGDKDIGNI ISDAMKK 174
M. TUB EVETKEQIAATAAISA-GDQSIGDLIAEAMDK 166

*.* *.**„*,** **..**.„*..**.*

HUMAN VGRKGVITVKDGKTLNDELE1 1EGMKFDRGYI 224
RAT VGRKGVITVKDGKTLNDELEI IEGMKFDRGYI 198
MOUSE VGRKGVITVKDGKTLNDELE1 1EGMKFDRGYI 206
M. TUB VGNEGVITVEESNTFGLQLELTEGMRFDKGYI 198

**..•*****....*.. *** ** ***

HUMAN SPYFINTSKGQKCEFQDAYVLLSEKKISSIQS 256
RAT SPYFINTSKGQKCEFQDAYVLLSEKKISSVQS 230
MOUSE SPYFINTSKGQKCEFQDAYVLLSEKKFSSVQS 238
M . TUB SGYFVTDPERQEAVLEDPYILLVSSKVSTVKD 230

* ** *. ..*.*.** . .* *

HUMAN IVPALEIANAHRKPLVIIAEDVDGEALSTLVL 288
RAT IVPALEIANAHRKPLVIIAEDVDGEALSTLVL 262
MOUSE IVPALEIANAHRKPLVIIAEDVDGEALSTLVL 270
M . TUB LLPLLEKVIGAGKPLLIIAEDVEGEALSTLW 262

* ** *** ****** *********. » • • . » •
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Fig. 13 (2)

HUMAN NRLKVGLQWAVKAPGFGDNRKNQLKDMAIAT 320

RAT NRLKVGLQWAVKAPGFGDNRKNQLKDMAIAT 294

MOUSE NRLKVGLQVVAVKAPGFGDNRKNQLKDMAIAT 302

M TUB NKIRGTFKSVAVKAPGFGDRRKAMLQDMAILT 294
* **********.**. *.**** *

• • • • • •

HUMAN GGAVFGEEGLTLNLEDVQPHDLGKVGEVIVTK 352

RAT GGAVFGEEGLNLNLEDVQAHDLGKVGEVIVTK 326

MOUSE GGAVFGEEGLNLNLEDVQAHDLGKVGEVIVTK 334

M TUB GGQVISEE-VGLTLENADLSLLGKARKVWTK 325
**.*..**...*.** ***• •*•***

HUMAN DDAMLLKGKGDKAQIEKRIQEIIEQLDVTTSE 384

RAT DDAMLLKGKGDKAHIEKRIQEITEQLDITTSE 358

MOUSE DDAMLLKGKGDKAHIEKRIQEITEQLDITTSE 366

M TUB DETTIVEGAGDTDAIAGRVAQIRQEIENSDSD 357

*. . . . .* **. . *. * - . * *-

HUMAN YEKEKLNERLAKLSDGVAVLKVGGTSDVEVNE 416

RAT YEKEKLNERLAKLSDGVAVLKVGGTSDVEVNE 390

MOUSE YEKEKLNERLAKLSDGVAVLKVGGTSDVEVNE 398

M TUB YDREKLQERLAKLAGGVAVIKAGAATEVELKE 389
*

#
.***.*****..****.*.* **. .*

HUMAN KKDRVTDALNATRAAVEEGIVLGGGCALLRCI 448

RAT KKDRVTDALNATRAAVEEGIVLGGGCALLRCI 422

MOUSE KKDRVTDALNATRAAVEEGIVLGGGCALLRCI 430

M TUB RKHRIEDAVRNAKAAVEEGIVAGGGVTLLQAA 421

.*.*. .** ******** *** .**.

HUMAN PALDSLTPANEDQKIGIE1 1KRTLKIPAMT1A 480

RAT PALDSLKPANEDQKIGIEIIKRALKIPAMTIA 454

MOUSE PALDSLKPANEDQKIGIEI IKRALKIPAMTIA 462

M.TUB PTLDELK-LEGDEATGANIVKVALEAPLKQIA 452
*.**.*. ..*. .* .*.* * .

**

HUMAN KNAGVEGSLIVEKIMQSSSEVGYDAMAGDFVN 512

RAT KNAGVEGSLIVEKILQSSSEVGYDAMLGDFVN 486

MOUSE KNAGVEGSLIVEKILQSSSEVGYDAMLGDFVN 494

TUB FNSGLEPGVVAEKVRNLPAGHGLNAQTGVYED 484
* * * . . . .** * .* * - -

M

HUMAN MVEKGIIDPTKWRTALLDAAGVASLLTTAEV 544

RAT MVEKGIIDPTKWRTALLDAAGVASLLTTAEA 51B

MOUSE MVEKGIIDPTKWRTALLDAAGVASLLTTAEA 526

M TUB LLAAGVADPVKVTRSALQNAASIAGLFLTTEA 516
* *.**.*.** .**..*.*. *.*.

• - * • * * *

HUMAN WTEIPKEEKDPGMGAMGGMGGGMGGGMF 573

RAT VVTEIPKEEKDPGMGAMGGMGGGMGGGMF 547

MOUSE VVTEIPKEEKDPGMGAMGGMGGGMGGGMF 555

M TUB VVADKPEKEKASVPG GGDMGGMDF 540
** *..**.. * **,*** *

Consensus length: 573
Identity (*) : 254 ( 44.3%)
Similarity (.) : 211 ( 36.8%)
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